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ABSTRACT

Complex equipment such as aero-engine commonly contains a number of pipes. Appropriately routing these pipes poses a considerable challenge to complex product developments. In some cases, pipes need to be paved in bundles to save space, improve stability and obtain artistic configurations. In this paper, a bundled pipe routing method for aero-engine based on Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) is presented. Firstly, space modeling and problem description are introduced. Subsequently, the individual encoding for bundled routing is designed, where the nodes of a reference pipe is selected as particle encoding, and the coordinates of other pipe nodes are obtained according to geometrical constraints such as pipe spacing and diameters. Further, objective function formulation and constraint processing method are given. By using MOPSO, the Pareto set in which pipes are paved in bundles on routing layers are solved. Finally, some routing examples on a simplified CAD piping model are performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the presented method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Complex equipment such as aero-engine pipe routing space is very limited, and there are a lot of constraint areas. In order to improve the quality and efficiency of pipe routing, scholars at home and abroad have proposed various automatic pipe layout optimization algorithms, but the algorithms
mainly focused on the conventional two-endpoint pipe layout with the minimum length as the main index (or the linear weighting of multiple targets into a single target). For example, cell-decomposition methods [1], heuristic algorithm [2], graph-based optimization network techniques [3], and intelligent optimization based pipe layout method [4]. The development of graph theory provides a method to build models in the space of the planning field of pipe layout, among which the most typical are: the Euclidean visual graph method [5] to solve the shortest distance of Euclidean evasive obstacles, and the escape diagram method [6] to solve the shortest path problem of right-angle evasive obstacles. Dijkstra [7], a Dutch computer scientist, put forward in 1959 the Dijkstra algorithm, which is a classical algorithm widely recognized by the academia. Liu and Wang [8-9] used the European viewable method to establish the viewable view of the curved surface in the space, which was used to solve the layout planning of the shortest pipe on the surface of the casing of typical complex aviation engine with complex equipment. Based on the European viewable method, they studied and rose to the Manhattan visibility graph to solve the problem of the shortest pipe planning of right-angle pipe [10].

In recent years, branch pipe layout optimization has gradually attracted the attention of scholars at home and abroad, and achieved certain research results. JIANG [11] proposed a branch pipe routing method based on ant colony algorithm in 2015, which dealt with the problem as "one-to-many" routing problem and applied the cooperative thinking to solve the pipe. SUI [12] combined maze algorithm and genetic algorithm to study the routing of rectangular branch pipes in 2016. In the same year, QU [13] modeled the routing space based on three-dimensional routing map, and studied the problem of branch pipe routing with parallel ant colony algorithm. Two scholars, Zongran Dong and Yan Lin [14], proposed a method to handle the coordinated routing of multiple pipes and pipes with branches for research. This paper studies the complex problem of bundle routing and designs a solution algorithm of bundle routing based on MOPSO [15]. The Pareto set in which pipes are paved in bundles on routing layers are solved by the MOPSO.

2. OPTIMIZED MODEL OF PIPE ROUTING IN BUNDLES

The routing space of aero-engine piping system is mainly divided into two categories: Complex Three-dimensional Space and Casing Surface, also known as Rotary Surface. Taking an example of CAD (Siemens NX) approximate simulation model of aero-engine as shown as in Figure 1, we first extract its geometry information, then extract its main endpoint information through GRIP secondary development; leverage the mathematical method to solve the equation of aero-engine’s casing busbar; By rotating around the z-axis and the radius of the projected cylinder, the space model of casing surface was obtained.
3. ROUTING PIPE BASED ON MOPSO

3.1 Particle coding

Taking three pipes as bunching routing example, the model of multiple pipes bunching layout in two-dimensional space is shown in Figure 2.

On the basis of MOPSO, the individual encoding for bundled routing is designed, where the nodes of a reference pipe is selected as particle encoding, and the coordinates of other pipe nodes are obtained according to geometrical constraints such as pipe spacing and diameters. Four control nodes of the reference pipe are selected for encoding. And it is assumed that the two-dimensional plane coordinates of the first pipe were calculated with known of starting points $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$ and end points $T_1$, $T_2$ and $T_3$. If the two-dimensional coordinates of the first pipe are known, the included angles of the two connected pipes can be calculated. Then, the coordinate of the control node of the other two pipes can be obtained by applying the formula of bundled pipe routing based on equal distance between the pipes.
3.2 Fitness value calculation and constraint processing

There are two or more fitness functions in the design of multi-objective particle swarm algorithm for multi-pipes paved in bundles in complex equipments. Two optimization objectives in this paper are to make sure the shortest total length and the biggest smoothness for pipes paved in bundles. The total distance of pipes paved in bundles as a function of fitness value can be expressed as $f_1(x)$:

$$f_1(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sqrt{(x_{i+1} - x_i)^2 + (y_{i+1} - y_i)^2}$$

$m$ is the number of all control nodes in the bundled pipes that contain the various start and end points, $n$ is the number of pipes paved in bundles.

The smoothness of the bundled pipe routing, that is, the angle value of the average corner of the bundled pipe routing. In line Angle computing (smoothness), each Angle can be seen as two sides of the Angle, like $\Theta$ can be expressed as (3.1);

$$\theta = \arccos \left( \frac{AS \cdot AB}{|AS| \cdot |AB|} \right) \quad (3.1)$$

If the number of included angles is $p$, the angles are: $\{\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_p\}$, then the smoothness of bunched layout pipes can be expressed as (3.2);

$$\alpha = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{p} \theta_i}{p} \quad (3.2)$$

Considering that the multi-objective PSO is iteratively refinement on the minimum value of the target, and the smoothness optimization objective is to obtain the maximum solution of the Angle, therefore, it is necessary to invert (3.2) that is to turn the maximization problem into the minimization, $f_2$ can be expressed as (3.3);

$$f_2 = \frac{1}{\alpha} = \frac{p}{\sum_{i=1}^{p} \theta_i} \quad (3.3)$$

When pipe intersects with the obstacle in paving a single pipe, just add a larger penalty function after solving $f_1$ and $f_2$. Finally, the optimized control node coordinate pipe needs to be laid on the engine casing surface, and the geodesic line can be applied instead of the straight line to realize the surface piping.
3.3 Clustering analysis

Hierarchical clustering is a common traditional clustering method, which is used in cluster analysis, the specific process is: Step 1: Find the distance between each pair of elements in the data set; Step 2: The elements are classified according to the distance to form a hierarchical clustering tree; Step 3: Determine how to partition the hierarchical cluster tree to get different classes.

3.4 Algorithm flow

The routing algorithm scheme for multiple pipe of aero engine based on multi-objective PSO algorithm needs to be realized through the combination of Simense NX and MATLAB. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 3:

Figure 3. Realization flow layout of aero-engine pipe based on multi-objective PSO.
3.5 Pipe layout

The intermediate point and the rightmost point represent smaller differences in length and smoothness. Visualized pipe formation of the above three situations through Simense NX re-developed through Grip, we can obtain the engine pipe layout diagram corresponding to the non-dominant solution in Figure 4 respectively.

(a) Non dominated solution 1  (b) Non dominated solution 2  (c) Non dominated solution 3

Figure 4. Engine line layout corresponding to the non-dominant solution.

As shown in Figure 4, the three results avoid obstacles, but do not guarantee the shortest and smoothest total length of pipe.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the optimization of pipe layout for multi-pipe routing in bundles by taking the complex equipment: aero-engine as an example. The MOPSO algorithm is applied on multi-objectives to obtain the pareto non-dominated solution set. Meanwhile, optimize the total length of the layout pipes and the smoothness of pipes paved in bundles. Systematically cluster the pareto non-dominated solution, delete the partial solution with no obvious pipe routing, finally layout the obtained solutions respectively on the aero-engine for comparing the best. Follow-up studies can further consider the related derived problems in the process of bunching pipe routing, such as adding clamp constraints based on the original optimization problem of bunching pipe routing.
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